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Nomura Research Institute:
Training Expert Consultants
with SAP® Learning Hub
Japanese IT consulting and solution provider Nomura Research
Institute Ltd. (NRI) is passionate about discovering future trends
and helping businesses succeed. Having completed Japan's first
implementation of the SAP HANA® platform, NRI is now looking to
capitalize on the latest cloud technology and rapid-deployment
solutions from SAP. With SAP® Learning Hub, the brilliant minds
at NRI can access the latest information on SAP solutions,
keeping the company competitive and at the top of its field.
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A learning infrastructure for advanced IT solutions

NRI gains knowledge and expertise with SAP® Learning Hub
Objectives
• Improve consultant access to learning material to
keep pace with advances in SAP® software
technology
• Improve competitive advantage by gaining access
to the latest SAP solution information first
• Develop a system that provides consultants with
the latest materials from the SAP Education
organization
Why SAP
• SAP Learning Hub, which provides access to a
rich database of the most current educational
information from SAP
• Personalized learning environment with
user-relevant data for each employee
• Anytime, anywhere online information access
• Simple budget planning, thanks to a flat-rate,
subscription-based fee structure

Benefits
• Education materials that are tailored to specific
projects and consultant skills
• Higher consultant productivity, thanks to faster
information access
• Stronger competitive advantage that comes with
the latest in SAP solution expertise
Future plans
• Develop consultants that specialize in new SAP
solutions and software technology
• Continue to provide high-value solutions to
customers
• Nurture SAP solution expertise with dynamic
social learning opportunities and live training
systems

“Nomura Research Institute is actively pursuing new technology
domains, including cloud solutions, to continuing providing high
value-added services to our customers. We are leveraging SAP
Learning Hub to increase our competitiveness by staying on top
of the latest SAP offerings.”
Taro Ebihara, Group Manager, Services and Industrial Solution Division, ERP Solution Business
Department, Nomura Research Institute Ltd.
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Company
Nomura Research Institute Ltd.
(NRI)
Headquarters
Tokyo, Japan
Industry
Professional services
Products and Services
IT consulting and solution
implementation services
Employees
5,823
Web Site
www.nri.com/jp
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